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Price: 687,000€  Ref: SS226

Villa

Calpe

3

3

176m² Build Size

800m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

Stunning Villa Construction In Calpe With Nice “Peñón” & Sea Views.This beautiful

project is located in Gran Sol, a quiet but well communicated urbanization in Calpe, with

all services and commodities 5 mins driving. With a superb south orientation and

panoramic views, this house is located in a non-exit street with a completely flat plot.

The project offers the client to adapt and personalize it to their preferences. This

beautiful Villa is a two level desgin with 3 en-suite bedrooms and one guests toilet. A

modern and beautiful desgin offers a large and modern open kitchen to the living

room...(Ask for More Details!)
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Stunning Villa Construction In Calpe With Nice “Peñón” & Sea Views.This beautiful project is located in Gran

Sol, a quiet but well communicated urbanization in Calpe, with all services and commodities 5 mins driving.

With a superb south orientation and panoramic views, this house is located in a non-exit street with a

completely flat plot. The project offers the client to adapt and personalize it to their preferences. This beautiful

Villa is a two level desgin with 3 en-suite bedrooms and one guests toilet. A modern and beautiful desgin

offers a large and modern open kitchen to the living room, with direct access to the terrace. A nice living room

has access to terrace with 48m2 and with a stunning infinity pool with impressive views to the Peñón Ifach

and the sea. Also in the main level you can find the master suite bedroom with open views to the peñon and

the sea. On a lower level we find the other two en-suite bedrooms with direct access to a private garden,

always useful and very confortable for guests or as office.Contact us today for more information or to arrange

a viewing.
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